Advances in image processing and computer vision in the latest years have brought about the use of visual features in artwork recommendation. Recent works have shown that visual features obtained from pre-trained deep neural networks (DNNs) perform extremely well for recommending digital art. Other recent works have shown that explicit visual features (EVF) based on attractiveness can perform well in preference prediction tasks, but no previous work has compared DNN features versus specific attractivenessbased visual features (e.g. brightness, texture) in terms of recommendation performance. In this work, we study and compare the performance of DNN and EVF features for the purpose of physical artwork recommendation using transactional data from UGallery, an online store of physical paintings. In addition, we perform an exploratory analysis to understand if DNN embedded features have some relation with certain EVF. Our results show that DNN features outperform EVF, that certain EVF features are more suited for physical artwork recommendation and, finally, we show evidence that certain neurons in the DNN might be partially encoding visual features such as brightness, providing an opportunity for explaining recommendations based on visual neural models.
INTRODUCTION
In the latest five years, the area of computer vision has been revolutionized by deep neural networks (DNN), where the use of visual neural embeddings from pre-trained convolutional neural networks has increased by orders of magnitude the performance on tasks such as image classification [9] or scene identification [18] . In the area of recommender systems, a few works have exploited neural visual embeddings for recommendation, such as [3] [4] [5] 13] . Among these works, we are particularly interested in the use of visual features for recommending art [4] . The online artwork market is booming due to the influence of social media and new consumption behaviors of millennials [22] , but the main works for recommending art date more than 8 years [1] and they did not utilize visual features for recommendation.
In a recent work, He et al. [4] introduced a recommender method for digital art employing ratings, social features and pre-trained visual DNN embeddings with very good results. However, they did not use explicit visual features (EVF) such as brightness, color or texture. Using only latent embeddings (from DNNs) affects model transparency and explainability of recommendations, which can in turn hinder the user acceptance of the suggestions [8, 21] . In addition, their work focused on digital art, and in the present work we are interested in recommending physical artworks (paintings). In a more recent work [14] , we compared the performance of visual DNN features versus art metadata and explicit visual features (EVF: colorfulness, brightness, etc.) for recommendation of physical artworks. We showed that visual features (DNN and EVF) outperform manually-curated metadata. However, we did not analyze which specific visual features are more important in the artwork recommendation task. Furthermore, although previous research have studied what is being encoded by neurons in a DNN [15, 23] , to the best of our knowledge, no previous work has investigated a link between latent DNN visual features and attractiveness visual features such as those investigated by San Pedro et al. [17] (colorfulness, brightness, etc.). Understanding what visual neural models are encoding could help in transparency and explainability of recommender systems [21] .
Contribution. In this work we compare the performance of 8 explicit visual features (EVF) for the task of recommending physical paintings from an online store, UGallery 1 . Our results indicate that the combination of these features offers the best performance, but it also highlights that features like entropy and contrast contribute more than features like colorfulness to the recommendation task. Moreover, an exploratory analysis provides evidence that certain latent features from the DNN visual embedding might be partially related to explicit visual features. This result could be eventually utilized in explaining recommendations with black-box neural visual models.
RELATED WORK
Here we survey some works using visual features obtained from pretrained deep neural networks for recommendation tasks. McAuley et al. [13] introduced an image-based recommendation system based on styles and substitutes for clothing using visual embeddings pre-trained on a large-scale dataset obtained from Amazon.com. Recently, He et al. [5] went further in this line of research and introduced a visually-aware matrix factorization approach that incorporates visual signals (from a pre-trained DNN) into predictors of people's opinions. The latest work by He et al. [4] deals with visually-aware artistic recommendation, building a model which combines ratings, social signals and visual features. Deldjoo et al. [3] compared visual DNN and explicit (stylistic) visual features for movie recommendation, and they found the explicit visual features more informative than DNN features for their recommendation task.
Unlike these previous works, we compare in this article neural and specific explicit visual features (such as brightness or contrast) for physical painting recommendation, and we also explore the potential relation between these two types of features (DNN vs. EVF features).
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION & DATASET
The online web store UGallery supports emergent artists by helping them to sell their original paintings online. In this work, we study content-based top-n recommendation based on sets of visual features extracted directly from images. In order to perform personalized recommendations, we create a user profile based on paintings already bought by a user, and based on this model we attempt to predict the next paintings the user will buy. In this work, we focus on comparing different sets of visual features, in order to understand which ones could provide a better recommendation.
Dataset. UGallery shared with us an anonymized dataset of 1, 371 users, 3, 490 paintings (with their respective images) and 2, 846 purchases (transactions) of paintings, where all users have made at least one transaction. In average, each user has bought 2-3 items in the latest years 2 . Figure 1 : Evaluation procedure. Each surrounding box represents a test, where we predict the items of the purchase session. In the figure, we predict which artworks bought User 1 in purchase P3. 'Training:P2' means that we used items from purchase session P2 to train the model.
Visual Features. For each image representing a painting in the dataset we obtain features from a pre-trained AlexNet DNN [9] , which outputs a vector of 4, 096 dimensions, the fc6 layer. This network was trained with Caffe [6] using the ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 dataset [9] . We also tested a pre-trained VGG16 [19] model, but the results were not significantly different so we do not report them in this article.
We also obtain a vector of explicit visual features of attractiveness, using the OpenCV software library 3 , based on the work of San Pedro et al. [17] : brightness, saturation, sharpness, entropy, RGBcontrast, colorfulness and naturalness. A more detailed description of these features: The histogram is used as the distribution to calculate the entropy. • Local Binary Patterns: Although this is not actually an "explicit" visual feature, it is a traditional baseline in several computer vision tasks [16] , so we test it for recommendations too. Recommendation Method. In order to produce a contentbased recommendation list of k artworks for a user u, we follow the following procedure: For every item in the current inventory we: (1) calculate its similarity to each item in the user's model, then (2) Figure 2 : Partial t-SNE map of the Ugallery dataset using the image embeddings from AlexNet DNN. This map helps to show groups of similar images as encoded with the AlexNet embedding. The grid is made using Jonker-Volgenant algorithm [7] .
these single similarities are aggregated into a single score as either the sum or the maximum of all these similarities, and finally (3) the items are sorted by their scores and the top k items in the list are recommended. Formally, given a user u who has consumed a set of artworks I u , and an arbitrary artwork i from the inventory, the score of this item i to be recommended to u is:
where V z is the feature vector embedding of the painting z obtained with the Alexnet or from the EVFs. Moreover, the similarity function used was cosine similarity, expressed as:
EVALUATION METHOD
Our protocol is based on Macedo et al. [11] to evaluate a recommender system in a time-based manner, and it is presented in Figure  1 . We attempt to predict the items purchased in every transaction, where the training set contains all the artworks previously bought by a user just before making the transaction to be predicted. Users who have purchased exactly one artwork were considered as cold start users, and we remove them for this evaluation. After this filtering, our datasets ends up with 365 people who bought more than a single item, who performed a total of 1,629 transactions (i.e. we conducted 1,629 evaluation tests with each algorithm).
Metrics. As suggested by Cremonesi et al. [2] for Top-N recommendation, we used recall@k and precision@k, as well as nDCG, a commonly used metric for ranking evaluation [12] . Table 1 presents the results, which we summarize in three points:
RESULTS
• AlexNet DNN features perform better than those based on EVF, either combined or isolated. Figure 2 presents a sample of the t-SNE map [10] made from the AlexNet DNN visual features, which shows well-defined clusters of images. This result reflects the current state-of-the-art of deep neural networks in computer vision, but as already stated, the lack of transparency of DNN visual features can hinder the user acceptance of these recommendations due to difficulties to explain these recommendations [8, 21] . • Combining EVF features improves their performance compared to using them isolated, but in some cases it is detrimental. For instance, the combination EVF (all, except LBP) yields better ndcg@5, recall@5 and precision@5 than EVF (all features). • By comparing isolated EVF features, LBP performs the best because it encodes texture patterns and local contrast very well, however its explanation is more complex than image brightness or contrast. Considering only the 7 original features proposed by SanPedro et al. [17] we observe that entropy, contrast, and naturalness perform consistently well, as well as brightness in terms of precision. On the other side, colorfulness does not seem to have a significant impact on providing good recommendations.
Relation between DNN and EVF features
We also explored, by a correlation analysis, the potential relation between each of the 4, 096 AlexNet features and the isolated EVFs, results are shown in Table 2 . We found that brightness has a significant positive correlation with AlexNet feature F [598] (ρ = .58) as well as a significant negative correlation with AlexNet feature F [3916] (ρ = −.5). The opposite is found with the feature naturalness, which largest positive and negative correlations are (rho max = .008) and (rho min = −.002), meaning that no single AlexNet DNN neuron seems to be explicitly encoding naturalness. Figure 3 shows a plot with correlations of brigthness to all AlexNet dimensions, sorted from the smallest F [3916] to the largest F [598]. This figure also presents sampled images that support this analysis, Limitations. It is important to note that this is only an exploratory analysis and generalizability should be considered carefully. Nevertheless, the high correlation of brightness and the small correlation of naturalness provides a hint towards what types of features are not being explicitly encoded in the single neurons of the fc6 layer in the AlexNet DNN.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this article we have investigated the impact of latent (DNN) and explicit (EVF) visual features on artwork recommendation. Our results support that DNN features outperform explicit visual features. Although one previous work on movie recommendation found the opposite [3] -i.e. EVF being more informative than DNN visual features-, we argue that the domain differences (paintings vs. movies) and the fact that we use images rather than video might explain the difference, but further research is needed in this aspect.
We also show that some EVF contribute more information for the artwork recommendation task, such as entropy, contrast, naturalness and brightness. On the other side, colorfulness is the less informative visual feature for this task.
Moreover, by a correlation analysis we showed that brightness, saturation and entropy are significantly correlated with some DNN embedding features, while naturalness is poorly correlated. This preliminary results should be further studied with the aim of improving the explainability of these black-box models [21] .
In future work, we will study the use of other visual embeddings which have shown good results in computer vision tasks, such as GoogleNet [20] . In addition, we will conduct a user study to investigate ways to explain image recommendations using the relations found between visual DNN features and EVF.
